
Sangeet Decor 
Venue - Marathon Futurex



Clubhouse zone Plan

The main entry is through the 
dance area which is air 
conditioned and overlooking the 
infinity pool and swimming pool 
wooden deck.

A separate water counter has to 
be placed on the deck for the 
dancing crowd along with a few 
round tables..
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At the entry we want 
an arrangement with 
fresh flowers plus 
decorative  lamps 
around a board 
saying - 

‘Sangeet ceremony 
of Vidhi and Ritwik’
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The entrance passage is quite narrow 
with an AC duct visible. 

Hence, want to hang some lamps from 
top with few colourful muslin cloth 
hanging along with fairy lights.
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Site Photo - DJ setup zone

● DJ console
● Speakers
● Colourful lights 
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The venue has lot of naturally flowering trees, plants etc.  
They already have tree uplighters and landscaping 
bollards. 
Need to provide lots of  fairy lights around these trees. 
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Location of food 
counters.
Halogen lights will be 
required for this area.
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Location of Imagine 
food counter.
Halogen lights will be 
required for this area.



Terrace zone plan

Need good looking chairs plus 
round tables for seating. 

--300 chairs
--25 round tables

Near the stage all the chairs will be 
arranged facing the stage 

Towards the back, near the food 
counters there will be a round table 
arrangement. 

Trees will have fairy lights.
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Site Photo - View from the stage

Need good looking 
chairs plus round 
tables for seating. 

--300 chairs
--25 round tables

Near the stage all the 
chairs will be 
arranged facing the 
stage 

Towards the back, 
near the food 
counters there will be 
a round table 
arrangement. 

Trees will have fairy 
lights.



Site Photo - Stage

Grey carpet on the stage. 
Need to provide lots of  fairy lights around these 
trees plus halogens focussed on the stage.
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